
24/11/2016 

MR Alan Jacobs 
Unit / 4 - 71 Evans ST ST 
Freshwater NSW 2096 

RE: Mod2016/0293 - 80 Evans Street FRESHWATER NSW 2096

Dear Officer, as a resident ( across the road ) I strongly object to the extension of hours. The 
original consent was approved on the hours currently now in place, which I might add are not 
been adhered to. On Tuesday 22/11/16 I called up council that Ganellan were continuing to 
hammer after 5.00pm with the Excavator . No ranger arrived as promised so I went and saw 
Peter ( Project Manager for Ganellan ) who stopped it immediately. Adding to this Dust 
suppression is not happening, On a project of this size and the location to residential buildings 
they should be using diesel powered spray machines, I know this as I work for a tier one 
builder ( not a second tier like Ganellan ) and a worker with a hose or sprinker does not cut it, 
you only have to inspect the state of our buildings, cars and not to mention our washing.The 
Trucks are not adhering to the speed restrictions or the restriction of using their air brakes. A 
couple of weeks ago , on the weekend I notice raw sewerage was all over the footpath, no one 
from Ganellan were around as it was a Sunday so I reported it to the manager ( ROB ) of the 
Harbord Diggers who came out with me to inspect and was quick to arrange a clean up and 
repair.Finally I have had to speak to Ganellan supervisors that after hours the tower crane wind 
warning alarm should be turned off, several times the crane operator has left for the day and 
left it on . As I said I am a site manager for a tier one company and I know very well the 
difficulties on a construction site and understand the benefits to both Ganellan and residents to 
complete this project sooner than later by allowing them to extend their hours but due to the 
fact that Ganellan are not complying 100 percent with the original DA conditions and our 
quality of living has suffered as a result with the hours they are working now and their poor 
management , I fear our standard of living will further decline. This being said I strongly appose 
this development extension of hours. 

Sent: 24/11/2016 1:52:01 PM
Subject: Online Submission


